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Division News

Philly to Host Joint November Meet Online

O

n Saturday, November 7, 2020 the Philadelphia
Division will host a joint meet online with the
New Jersey Division attending as our guests.
Login will begin at 8:30am with the program starting at
9:00am.
If you plan to attend and would like to be able to be
seen by others, you would need a
webcam. These are typically integrated into most laptops and pads. If
you don’t have one, they can be purchased online or from any computer,
electronics, or office supply retailer.
Smart phones have the capability
built in. If you just want to attend
and don’t care about being seen, you
will be provided with links to download the application onto your device and to join the meeting
online to view the proceedings. Phone numbers will be
supplied to call in so that you can receive the audio and
participate verbally if you desire (calling in is not required
if you have webcam capability). An email will be sent in
advance with all the pertinent information and instructions.
The program will consist of two clinics. First up will
be New Jersey Division member Barry Rosier presenting
on the clinic titled, “Structure Drawing.” In this clinic, he
will show you techniques to take and use photographs to
create scale drawings of a structure to model. First, how do
you capture the photos of the structure using a camera?
Next, how do you gather the dimensions without using a
tape measure and lots of note
taking from these photos? From
that information, you can generate scale drawings for structure
construction.
Barry is an accomplished
model railroader who has a passion for sharing this great hobby
with everyone. He is a member
of Model Railroading University and a Model Railroading
Team Live Member. He has presented several clinics in
the past for the Philly Division together with colleague and
friend Mike Dettinger. Barry has served as the webmaster
for the Strasburg Model Railroad Club and a producer
of the YouTube Model Builders Shows. He primarily
models HO and American Flyer S-scale. He is currently
working on restoring American Flyer trains collected
during his boyhood, as well as creating a 1950s transitionera layout featuring the PRR and LV.
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The clinician from our side of the aisle will be Michael
Groves, owner of Dwarvin Products. The title of his clinic
will be “Model Railroad Lighting Using Dwarvin Products Fiber Optics.” Dwarvin produces a railroad crossing
with detector, bell, and lights that he will describe and
demonstrate. Dwarvin Products use fiber optics to light
structures, street lights, and other
modeling applications without wiring. Their product line includes N-,
HO-, and O-scale lighting products
to animate your layout.
Dr. Michael Groves was trained
as a physicist in Australia and has
worked in the medical field all his
life in the USA, first in development, then sales and marketing.
Since retirement he has been able
to focus more attention on his
train layout, but became frustrated with the amount of wiring involved to provide even a small level of lighting. It
was this that drove him to use his
physics skills to develop a novel
way of lighting without wiring
using fiber optics. Dwarvin Enterprises Ltd. was formed in April
2018 to commercialize this idea
and is a family business that involves his wife, children, and
grandchildren.
The remainder of the morning’s program will consist of
a group show and tell where members of both divisions
can discuss what they’ve been working on during the past
several months. Please check online at phillynmra.org for
any further updates. In addition, an email blast will be sent
in advance to members with further details. Jersey members should consult Train Orders for more info.

September Meet Video to
be Posted Online
For all those who were unable to attend the division
meet on Saturday, September 12th, the video of the event
can be viewed online at https://youtu.be/Xmt-FilAgDU.
Anyone with questions for Joe Walters or Mark Wallace
about either of their presentations can feel free to contact
them. Their information can be found in the masthead on
page 3.
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DIVISION OFFICIALS

Form 19
From the Super…
Thank you to everyone who virtually attended our September
meet via Zoom. We had
two excellent clinics
during the event as well as a number of
people who shared some of their projects during our show-and-tell segment. As mentioned elsewhere in the
newsletter we will be hosting the November meet via Zoom again, with the
hope of getting back to normal meets
sometime next year.
My other thoughts for this newsletter were suggested in part by Howard
Kaplan from our last board meeting as
well as the business cards Howard designed for the division which we hand
out to members as well as anyone who
might have questions for the division
board.
There are three bullet points on the
front of the card that call out what the
division is focused on within the hobby
and what we aim to provide to you:
enjoyment, education, and fellowship.
The first, “enjoyment,” is probably
the one that the division can help with
the least. At some point in the near or
distant past we all found that model
railroading was an enjoyable hobby,
with different aspects that can hold
enjoyment for the variety of tasks required for building and appreciating
model railroads.
Second, we have “education” which
is at the forefront of the division’s
focus with, for example, our meets
showcasing clinics and models of peoples’ work, or this newsletter containing information and articles every issue
to provide knowledge on varied subjects. Our website also provides some

more information and we are always
looking to improve the sharing of
knowledge.
The final topic is “fellowship”
which involves everyone’s feeling that
he belongs to a community that supports his efforts. The meets that we’ve
had in the past are the primary source
of the fellowship; we welcome everyone to our meets as an equal and have
tried to make sure that first time visitors have been encouraged to participate and share in what they are interested. We will continue all of those
once we get back to the in-person
meets, but doing it virtually does have
some restrictions.
Facebook, for all of its flaws, does
seem to be a place where a lot of organizations are continuing to grow during this time of crisis. People are posting what they’ve been working on and
asking questions of fellow members to
gain the knowledge that they need to
improve their modeling efforts. We do
have the one Facebook group, Philly
Division NMRA Members, which can
be used for that sort of togetherness.
Zoom is an additional option; the division can create Zoom meetings and
have virtual get-togethers. If there is
interest, please contact me for that information.
The NMRA and the Operations
Special Interest Group are also hosting
online clinics and get-togethers during
this time. Check out the NMRA-X and
the OPSIG channels on YouTube or
their websites for more information.
I hope that everyone continues to
stay safe and healthy and we will see
you in November.

Rob

From the Editor…
Welcome to our fall
edition of The Dispatcher. In this issue we feature an article by Don
Bell which many should
find intriguing—a new twist on the
creation of an ordinary layout accessoOctober 2020 • THE DISPATCHER

ry using modern technology.
Then we have Glyn Thomas,
MMR, describing another of his interesting and unique rail-related adventures.
Clerk Mark Wallace graces our
pages with his comprehensive Septem-
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ber meet report.
And in hopes of spurring on normalcy, we are publishing the list of events (with actual locations!) for the coming year which we hope to see realized.
The questionnaire mailed out to division members in
May along with the election ballots has indicated interest in
the formation of one or more division modular groups. Protocols for each modular format (or links to them) will be

posted in the library section of the division website.
Again, may I indulge upon you to search your mind for
some words, put them down on paper, add some pictures,
and forward it to me so that I can call it an article. Much
obliged.
Hope to see you all on November 7th.

Howard

June Meet Report - In the Time of the “Lone Wolf”
Visiting fellow model railroaders is a
great way to spend a Saturday morning and
in keeping with ongoing social distancing
for many of
our members
who are atrisk, the Philly Division held
September 19, 2020, the second of our meets online (the
first being in June). With
Zoom as the software of
means, our AP Coordinator,
Earl Paine hosted the meet for
us in a way that maintains
safe social distancing. Over
20 answered the invitation to
join the Zoom meet at 9am
that included a few guests.
After welcoming our
viewers, Superintendent Rob
Hinkle introduced himself
and the rest of the 2020-21 Subassemblies for the crane
board members present. Joe Walters, MMR presented the
first of our two clinics with his latest scratch-building project, “The 200-ton Diesel Wreck Crane.” Joe is a prolific
and productive modeler utilizing styrene combined with
other modeling techniques. The wreck crane, is an important
and often one of the largest and most dramatic pieces of maintenance-of-way (MOW)
equipment used to re-rail salvage-able locomotives and repairable cars that were involved in wrecks.
Joe showed photos of prototypical cranes
in real-life situations including a few mishaps. He explained a unique railroading contradiction: the need to move a crane and relief train quickly to the wreck site, then due
to size and slowness of speed at maybe 15
MPH, the dispatching headaches of maintaining scheduled traffic while returning the
wreck train to its assigned yard. Joe’s methodical technique of separately building the
car assembly and then the cab assembly

by Mark Wallace, Clerk

along with the boom with rigging, was carefully documented with photos. He added lighting, too! Joe continues to lead
by example with photographing his work as he builds the
model. There was a good number of questions and answers
from our viewers.
I was honored to present the
second clinic, “The Layout
Room or Railroading without
Raising the Roof,” on the variety of locales or places for our
model railroads to “live.” Our
layout spaces or rooms do so
much in adding fun to the hobby of model railroading. And
these rooms or places have
evolved into “maker spaces”
as a younger generation of people who enjoy building things
are now calling their shop, display, or creative spaces. We can
find model railroads there, too!
So the clinic was an hour of free architectural advice on a
number of easy ideas, techniques, or methods to make your
room not only work for you, but to add to the fun of model
railroading. A portion of this clinic served as a substitute
for our “layout visits” normally held after the meet. These

The finished wreck crane on Joe’s layout
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clinics and our whole program designed for you, our members, is actually the NMRA giving back. We began and ended our clinic in the crew lounge albeit on Zoom, but we all
shared a lively discussion on a wide range of topics and
thank all of you who asked or contributed to the Q&A conversation.
Our superintendent, Rob, hosted a general discussion on
what I call, “Modeling While
Flattening the Curve.” There
were some good and exciting
examples of cars, structures,
and scenery our viewers had
been working on. Everybody
keep up the good work!
And now some housekeeping notes:
 First, we in the Philly Division wish our model railroading friends in the Jewish faith a Happy New
Year! With much online activity taking place these
days, scheduling is a challenge, but we meant no disrespect or interference. Our Zoom meets afford a safe,
low energy activity that all of us can watch or listen to,
thus limiting time and the efforts of travel. For those of
you who could not meet or stay through the entire
presentation, the video of the meet has been posted at
https://youtu.be/Xmt-FilAgDU. Though our editor points
out that it will be another
21 years before Rosh
Hashanah occurs on a Saturday, your board of directors here in the Philly Division will be more sensitive
in scheduling future events.
Again our best wishes!
 Second, our AP committee
chair, Earl Paine, will present your achievement certificate(s) at our next faceto-face meet, whenever that
hoped-for event occurs. If
you wish to receive your
certificate ahead of time,
contact Earl to make arrangements with him directly.
 Third, please keep building and photographing your
modeling efforts. Digital photography through our
iPhones, Androids, or digital devices allow you to share
and discuss virtually on our Zoom format in a way that
keeps us engaged in the hobby.
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 Fourth, the old maximum still applies. If you like what
you see, please join the NMRA and help our hobby
along! We welcome all visitors since most folks come to
this hobby in a casual manner so we stress the fun and
sense of accomplishment the hobby offers. You’ll find
dedicated model railroaders who are involved in a wide
variety of hobby-related activities.
Ironically
hobbies
were invented to take our
minds in the wee, small
hours, off of life’s dangers or anxieties by building something that looks
like a better world—and
then a train runs though
it! While our present circumstances appear to reshape activities and time
to that of the “lone wolf”
model railroader, this is a
way to emphasize the railroad industry’s mantra for
decades: Safety First!
But it does not mean we
pause all hobby activities.
Instead by learning from the history of our own hobby, we
can still use our model-railroading time and space in some
amazing ways while the rest of the world sorts itself out.
With over 95% of the American public still susceptible
to the coronavirus, the Philly Division will continue our
online meets on a month-to-month basis. Our next meet is
scheduled for November
7, 2020, but instead of
going to the Town Center
Community Hall at the
Brandywine
Shopping
Mall, Wilmington DE ,
we will meet as a Zoom
get-together. An invitation will be posted on our
website as well as an
email invitation sent to all
of our members who have
provided their email. And
while we can’t sell or
share donuts or refreshments; we can share our
latest model railroading
efforts. So if you have car, locomotive, structure, or scene
you’ve been working on, get your camera ready and we can
allow time for all of us to view. Let’s keep this train rolling
and I will see you next time!
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More Shots of MMR Joe Walters’s 200-Ton Diesel Wreck Crane Project

↑↓ Two views of the special tool car Joe scratch built specifically to accompany the crane
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Planning Ahead – Division Meets & Other Upcoming Events
November 7, 2020

January 9, 2021

April 10, 2021

Philadelphia/New Jersey
Division Joint Meet
Virtual Zoom Meet

NJ/Philadelphia Division Joint Meet
Grace Episcopal Church
Merchantville NJ 08109

Philadelphia Division Meet
Southampton Community Center
Southampton, PA

June 12, 2021

July 4–11, 2021

September 2021

Philadelphia Division Meet
Newtown Township Building
Newtown Square, PA 19073

NMRA 2021 Santa Clara
Santa Clara Marriott Hotel
Santa Clara, CA

Philadelphia Division Meet
Perkasie Fire Company
Perkasie, PA

Division Organization
BOARD OF DIRECTORS (elected)
OFFICERS
Superintendent – Rob Hinkle (2021)
Assistant Superintendent – Joe Walters, MMR (2022)
Clerk – Mark Wallace (2022)
Treasurer – Howard Kaplan (2021)
DIRECTORS AT LARGE
Mike Dettinger – Clinics (2022)
Chip Stevens – Publicity (2021)
Kevin Feeney – Item Donations/Door Prizes (2021)

COMMITTEES/DUTIES
EVENTS
Clinics – Mike Dettinger*
Layouts – Bill Fagan*
Venues – Howard Kaplan, Earl Hackett
Refreshments – Bill Fagan
Door Prizes – Mike Dettinger
Clinic Video – Chip Stevens
Audio – Howard Kaplan
Signs/Printed Materials – Howard Kaplan
Certificates/Awards – Howard Kaplan
Publicity – Chip Stevens*
MEMBERSHIP
Member Outreach – Rob Hinkle
Membership Records – Mark Wallace

AUXILLIARY OFFICIALS (appointed)
AP Coordinator – Earl Paine
AP Committee Chair – Joe Walters, MMR
Newsletter Editor/Webmaster – Howard Kaplan

ACHIEVEMENT PROGRAM COMMITTEE
Earl Paine, Joe Walters MMR*, Bill Fagan
OPS – Rob Hinkle*
ITEM DONATIONS – Kevin Feeney
MEDIA
Social Media – Rob Hinkle
Webmaster – Howard Kaplan
Newsletter – Howard Kaplan*, Earl Paine, Bill Fagan,
Joe Walters MMR, Kevin Feeney, Chip Stevens
Layout Video – Bill Fagan
Photography – Rob Hinkle, Howard Kaplan, Bill Fagan,
Rob Ischinger, Mark Wallace
DIVISION APPAREL – Howard Kaplan
* Chairman
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New Technology for an Old Problem
Text and graphics by Don Bell
New and exciting technology is coming to the model
railroad hobby all the time, especially in the electronics
area (think Arduino). As modelers, we see something new
and immediately think, “How I can use this to enhance
my layout or increase my
operating fun?”
One of the hottest new
products these days are 3-D
printers. As recently as one
year ago, the cost of these
devices was out of reach for
the average modeler. However, they have come down
to the point where you can
get a small one for $449.95
through Micro-Mark®. Not
cheap, but getting there. See
the link to Monoprice for
even less expensive printers.
This article is intended to
show what can be done with
3-D printing. It is NOT a
detailed, eyes-glazed-over “how to.” By showing what is
possible using the basic steps and products required to get
there, I hope to whet your appetite to try something in this
new field. (Full disclosure: the 3-D printer and software
wrangling for this project was provided by my son-in-law Todd.)
The “old problem” I mention in the
title involves guys putting soda cans on
the layout. I am as guilty as the next
guy. I know, ya gotta stay hydrated for
those long operating sessions. But you
can guess what happens when a soda
tips over on your just-finished, peopled
and asphalted street scene. Ack! There
are can holders on the market and I’ve
even cobbled some together from pipe
couplings and drain stoppers. But the
possibilities of making one from a 3-D
printer seemed like an interesting challenge.
The following is a GENERAL stepby-step description. You can fill in the
details and go as detailed as you want
by viewing the attached links at the
end of the article.
Step 1: Draw it out. It all starts
with a drawing of the finished item.
See Figure 1 for the final, as-drawn
can holder.
My version is a simple cylinder
October 2020 • THE DISPATCHER

with a solid bottom and some mounting “ears.” There are
a myriad of CAD programs out there from the full-blown
Autodesk Autocad to simpler programs that a modeler
could pick up fairly quickly. One such simpler program,
which happens to be free,
is Tinkercad, a great place
to start. See a reference at
the end of this article.
This program allows you
to create the part using
pre-programmed shapes
and mouse-guided draganddrop
functions.
Check out their website
gallery for examples of
the range of possible designs, from the simple to
the ridiculous.
Step 2: Save it on
your computer. Once
you have created the
shape you want on the
Tinkercad website, you export it as a 3Dprint.STL file to
a location on your computer. You can 3-D print from
Tinkercad pretty easily in a couple different ways. If you
have a printer at home or at a local Makerspace, just
download the .STL file from either
your dashboard by clicking the
model thumbnail or from within
the editor. Just click Design >
Download for 3-D Printing. The
.STL file format is the standard for
most single-color printers, so start
with that.
Step 3: Slice it. A 3-D printer
builds up the object layer by layer.
This means the .STL file you
saved on your computer has to be
reconfigured into “slices” for the
printer to understand (so-called
“G-code”). This is accomplished
with a slicing program. There are
many of these programs out there.
A couple of popular ones are Cura
by Ultimaker® and Slic3r (open
source). Both are freebies. Once
you tell the slicer program what
3-D printer you have, it takes your
object file and makes many, tiny
layers for the printer to follow.
During this step, you can customize the layer thickness, choose fil• Page 9

ament type, fill density, and much
more.
Enough about software; let’s
talk hardware.
Printer: The 3-D printer that
was used for this can holder is
made by PRUSA®..
It took roughly 8 hours to print,
but that was done overnight. See
Figure 2 of the printer and Figure
3 of the can holder mid-build.
Printers vary greatly in cost due to
many factors but “build volume”
(the ultimate size of what you can
print) is probably the first thing
you want to check out. Printing
speed, type, and diameter of filament material permitted, heated
beds, and LCD touch screens all
affect the price.
Filament: The object starts out
as a spool of thin plastic filament.
See the spool of grey filament attached to the top of the printer in
Figure 2. There’s almost an infinite number of available
filament diameters, lengths, materials, and colors to
choose from. Amazon has 23 pages of it, for heaven’s
sake. The most common is a 1 KG spool (330 meters) of
1.75mm diameter polylactic acid plastic or PLA. Things
to consider when choosing the filament material are final
object stiffness/hardness, durability, flexibility. Each ma-
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terial has different printer bed
and printer extruder head
temperature
requirements.
Check your printer’s capability before selecting a filament
(Note: most, if not all, printers
will accept PLA).
The Can Holder: this project used approximately 3
ounces (0.09 Kg) of 1.75mm
diameter PLA filament. At
$19.00 for a 1 Kg spool, I can
make a dozen cup holders
costing about $1.50 each from
that spool. See Figures 4 and
5.
To attach it to the layout
fascia, there are three small
holes for screws, one at the
top center and one on each of
the “ears” at the bottom. The
holes in the ears were angled
to allow the screwdriver to get
in behind the cup. The angled
hole was a snap to create because it took only a simple
command during the design phase to angle the holes,
which is part of the tremendous flexibility of this process.
So, there it is. No more spilled soda on the layout. See
what can be 3-D printed on your railroad. Check out the
MRH Magazine link for some great ideas.

• Page 10

References:
1. Design Programs: Tinkercad: https://www.tinkercad.com/
2. Slicer Programs:
a. Cura software by Ultimaker: https://ultimaker.com/en/products/ultimaker-cura-software
b. Slic3r: http://slic3r.org/
3. Printers:
a. Prusa 3D printer: https://www.prusa3d.com/ or https://www.prusaprinters.org/
b. Monoprice: https://www.monoprice.com/pages/3d_printers
c. MicroMark: https://www.micromark.com/Cosplay-and-prop-building/3d-printing/3d-printers
4. Filament:
a. General Info: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/3D_printing_filament
b. Amazon:
https://www.amazon.com/s/ref=lp_6066129011_nr_p_6_0?fst=as%3Aoff&rh=n%3A16310091%2Cn%3
A%2116310161%2Cn%3A6066126011%2Cn%3A6066128011%2Cn%3A6066129011%2Cp_6%3AAT
VPDKIKX0DER&bbn=6066129011&ie=UTF8&qid=1543870028&rnid=126834011
5. Article from MRH E-Magazine: https://model-railroad-hobbyist.com/node/28047

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Don Bell is a long-time modeler and Division member currently
living in the Schwenksville area. His layout, going on 5 years now, is in a state of completeness that many modelers seldom manage to achieve in a lifetime. He has hosted
regular ops session with his round-robin group and no doubt will continue in the future.
Don’s articles involve practical applications for model railroading and are always a treat.

Hobby Shops
Be sure to patronize the following hobby shops that are now offering
discounts on model railroading purchases to NMRA members:
Nicholas Smith Trains
2343 West Chester Pike (PA-3)
Broomall, PA 19008
610-353-8585
nicholassmithtrains.com
10% discount (excludes O & G items)
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Henning’s Trains
128 South Line Steet
Lansdale, PA 19446
215-362-2442
henningstrains.com
10% in addition to already discounted prices
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Trifecta—three subjects in one column this issue!
Trying to return to my roots with this column, all three
subjects are computer related.
I heard one of our board members recently lamenting
the difficulties he was having with the AP Dispatcher
requirements. Seems he was all tied up in what are
called “string diagrams,” otherwise known as an “operating train charts.” Those are the diagrams that show
where trains originate, where they go, and how long it
takes for them to get there. In a perfect world, all trains
would leave from the same place, operate at the same
speeds, and never meet any other trains along the way.
As 2020 has amply shown, there are no perfect worlds.
To solve this dilemma, a graphic representation of a
railroad can be created to indicate where meets and bottlenecks may occur. Enter the string diagram. Harking
back to high school math (personally, I would rather
not), an X-Y diagram is created with one axis showing
stations served and the other axis denoting time. By
plotting train numbers at given points at certain times
and connecting the dots, you get a graphic representation of possible problems such as cornfield meets or too
many trains in a station with too little track available. It
is this connecting the dots with straight lines that creates
the “strings.” See the string diagram at the bottom of
this page.
In addition to saving paper, one of the functions of
any personal computer is to simplify our lives. Your
computer will not directly untangle the ball of yarn you
have created to make your diagram if you are pursuing
Dispatcher, but a spreadsheet will greatly reduce the
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frustrations of making up this schedule with pencil and
paper. Not having created my diagram yet and not
knowing everything I should know about Excel, I can
only imagine that the frustration level my colleague was
experiencing will be reduced. At least that is what he
told me when I emailed him my spreadsheet. A copy of
the sheet has been sent to our esteemed Dispatcher editor for posting on the division website. Let me know
what you think.
For those of you who use or are interested in JMRI, I
would recommend looking at the website of Steve Todd
at https://mstevetodd.com. Steve has several interesting
articles and tools available for integrating JMRI with
Raspberry Pi computers and Wi-Fi into JMRI operations. This mention is not a commercial. From starting
the JMRI/Pi journey personally, I have found this sight
to be a great resource.
And third, because we are not having Regional or
National conventions in 2020, we have lost exposure to
clinics we usually benefit from at these meetings. A
substitute is available online if you have not already
seen it or taken advantage of it. Open a YouTube page
and enter “nmrax” in the search bar. This will take you
to the library of virtual clinics created by several exceptionally talented NMRA members with great organizational skills and more computer knowledge than most of
us. The only drawback I have found to this library is
zeroing in on a specific clinic as they were all recorded
in real time. I have had problems fast forwarding to a
certain time block, but once I arrived there, most of the
clinics were worth the effort.
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Photos by Bill Fagan unless otherwise noted

Below are some videos of layouts that I’ve recently visited. I’ve videoed layouts in California, Idaho, Maryland, Florida, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware. 174 layouts with 746 videos and 2349 followers on
YouTube with 1.25 million views.

John Federick’s Western Maryand →
HO scale, DC, 24x13 L-shaped. 6
months to build. Completely automated.
Press one button and the railroad comes
alive. Takes 40 minutes to complete.
The logging and freight run in a 25 sequence program. On the main line there
are 10 sequences that control the 2 fast
freight hopper drags and a B&O Passenger train. The railroad uses 9 Shay
Model Die Cast kits. Three trains are
double headed and 3 are single Shays.
Uses an industrial logic controller with
relays. This is by far one of the best railroads that I have ever visited. Must be
seen to be believed.
https://youtu.be/7j7pAdRnICU

← Jim & Carol Adams’s RR
HO scale layout with many details,
Good use of snap track. Very nice setting with a huge control panel. Viewed
here: https://youtu.be/yheN9xR_b8c
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ROB ISCHINGER

← Bill Rose’s Kingsbury Branch RR
Pennsylvania RR Kingsbury Branch. HO
Scale, highly detailed. A must see! Viewed
here: https://youtu.be/VZ6Fki1Pbvk

Sam Parker’s RR (Upper Level)→
On30 Chester Creek RR & Lumber
Company. Outstanding scenery.
Great craftsmanship. Viewed
here: https://youtu.be/eVHi49UulX8

← Rich Murray’s RR (Caboose View
North)
HO Rutland RR proto/freelanced.
Point-to-point White Creek, NY to
Rutland, VT. Some of the best scenery I've ever seen. You have to see
this in person to appreciate it. Viewed
here: https://youtu.be/JsJtjp7wbeQ

You can see these videos and other layouts on the Philly Division website: phillynmra.org—just click
on Cab Ride Layout Videos. If you want to see future videos send me your email address and I’ll put you
on the distribution list. Do you want your railroad or a friend’s railroad videoed? Email me at
bfagan777@hotmail.com. More to follow in the next issue of The Dispatcher.
Enjoy,

Bill
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Railfanning in Colorado and Nevada
by Glyn Thomas, MMR
Photos by the author
In early February, I made a trip out west to join three
railroad photo charters operated by Lerro Productions
(www.lerrophotography.com). Pete Lerro’s trips concentrate on well-organized photoshoots and leave participants
to arrange their own travel and accommodation. Below are
some highlights taken from a modeling perspective.

1. Skookum Locomotive
I’ve been railfanning for a long time, so it’s very rare to
spot a new type these days. There were very few locomotives of the Skookum 2-4-4-2 wheel arrangement built.
Number 7 was originally built by Baldwin for the Little
River Railroad in the Great Smokey Mountains in 1909, but
proved to be too heavy for their track. She was resold to the
Whitney Logging Company in Oregon. After passing
through several owners, she ended up at the Deep River
Railroad in Washington. She was wrecked in a trestle collapse in 1955 and left in the creek bed to rust.
Number 7 was pulled out of the creek bed in 1960, but
only completed restoration by the Oregon Coast Scenic
Railway last year. She now operates at the Niles Canyon
Railway at Sunol, California, close to San Francisco.
From a modeling perspective, there have been plans
prepared of this locomotive in the past, and modelers may
be able to find scans online. There has been at least one HO
brass model of the type by Oriental Limited. Bachmann
does a On30 version. HO kit bashing may not be too difficult, starting from a couple of dock tank chassis.

↑ Skookum 2-4-4-2 Number 7 crossing
the skew trestle near Sunol, 2/8/20

← Skookum 2-4-4-2 Number 7, 2/8/20
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2. Union Pacific Rotary Snow Ploughs
Roseville is the Union Pacific’s major
yard at the west end of the Donner Pass and
is truly impressive being literally several
miles long. What I hadn’t expected is that the
yard is the staging point for rotary snow
ploughs used to keep the pass open in the
winter.
From observations, I can confirm that
Union Pacific has matched Joe Walters’s prototype very well, although they could do with
being a bit more generous with the silver
trim. To answer one of Joe’s comments, I
didn’t observe any ploughs with front pilots
and couplers, but a photo in a local museum
confirmed that these had been used in the
past.
An interesting aside on this is that most of
the ploughs still operate on steam. Nowadays,
the steam is supplied using the train-heating
boilers from old F3 B-units that are permanently coupled to the ploughs. Maybe Joe’s
next project?

Rotary snow ploughs SPMW207 and SPMW209 at Roseville, 2/9/20

Rotary snow plough SPMW211
at Roseville, 2/9/20 →

← Preserved snow plough SPMW7221
at Roseville, 2/9/20
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3. “Glenbrook”
Award for the prettiest locomotive seen
on the trip goes to “Glenbrook,” a narrowgauge Baldwin 2-6-0 seen at the Nevada
State Railroad museum in Carson City. Built
in 1875 during the height of narrow gauge
mania, she was originally supplied to the
Carson and Tahoe Lumber and Fluming Co.
She subsequently ran on the Bliss railroad
from Lake Tahoe to Truckee, but was put
out-of-use when that line was standardgauged in 1925. In 1936 she went to the Nevada County Narrow Gauge in California as
spares as their Number 5. Fortunately, Nevada County didn’t dismantle her, and she was
saved into preservation.
From a modeler’s perspective, there have
been HOn3 brass models of similar locos by
Ken Kidder and FED. Bachmann has done a
2-6-0 in On30, which could potentially be
backdated. For scratch builders, there is a
plan of sister engine Nevada County No. 5 in
“Nevada County Narrow Gauge” by Gerald
M. Best. Matching the intricate lining on the
preserved example would be an interesting
painting challenge!

2-6-0 “Glenbrook” at Carson City, 2/10/20

4. Virginia and Truckee Railroad
Silver ore was discovered on the Comstock Lode at the location of current-day Virginia City in 1849. Within a few years, it became the largest city between Denver and
San Francisco with nearly 40,000 inhabitants.
The Virginia and Truckee Railroad was
formed in 1869 to join the city with the
Southern Pacific Railroad at Reno. It served
traffic in both directions—wood for pit-props
going up the mountain, and ore coming
down.
Virginia City’s and the railroad’s fortunes
declined in concert with a reduction in the
value of silver at the start of the 20th century.
V&T passenger traffic finished entirely in
1939, and freight traffic ended in 1950. The
size of the city itself dwindled, and it now has
a permanent population of less than 1000.
One fortunate side effect of years of underinvestment is that the railroad retained many
of its original locomotives from the 19th century long after richer railroads had modernized. Paramount bought several of these in
the 1930s for use in Hollywood films, and
they have survived into preservation.

2-6-0 “Glenbrook” at Carson City, 2/10/20

V&T Railroad near Gold Hill with No. 29, 2/11/20
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Starting in the 1970s the railroad has been reconstructed as a tourist line. In 2009, the line was extended all the way back to Carson City, 12 miles down the
mountain. There is a plan to extend a further 4.5 miles
into the scenic Carson River Canyon. During the
summer, there are regular trains on the 2-mile section
to Gold Hill, and occasional services down to Carson
City. The original locomotives are in other museums,
so steam is provided by 2-8-0 No. 29, ex-Louisiana
and Pacific Railroad No. 252 of 1916.
From a modeling perspective, the line has a lot of
potential, either modeling the boom time of the late
19th century, or periods of decline with decaying mining structures scattered across mountain-desert scenery. One layout example appears in Model Railroader,
April 2020.

5. Virginia and Truckee Motor Car, No. 22
It would almost be possible to make a separate
hobby out of modeling the various railcars that were
developed in the early part of the 20th century. They all
aimed to solve the same problem of reducing staff and
costs as passengers started to get siphoned off by road
transport, but virtually every possible variation of
power and transmission was tried before settling down
to the mature design of a two-truck car with underfloor
diesel-electric power and transmission (dieselhydraulic in Europe).

V&T RR near Gold Hill with No. 29, 2/11/20. During the
19th century, the foreground was site of numerous mines →

← V&T RR near Gold Hill with
No. 29, 2/11/20. This is
crossing the location of the
19th century Crown Point
Trestle – the ravine was
subsequently filled with
mine waste.
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The V&T bought No. 22 from
McKeen Motor Car Company of Omaha in 1909. It’s interesting as being an
early and relatively large example of a
gasoline-engined car. Early streamlining was applied, but an aeronautical
engineer on the tour noted that it would
actually work better when running in
reverse.
The car was trialed on the mountain
section between Carson City and Virginia City, but proved better suited to
the valley services between Carson
City, Minden, and Reno. In 1932, the
rear section was partitioned for express
parcels service. It was decommissioned
in 1945.
Following decommission, 22’s engine and running gear was scrapped,
and the body retained for use as a diner, and later as an office for a plumbing
service. It went to the Nevada State
Railroad Museum in 1997 and was
fully restored using a modern diesel
engine by 2010.
Precision Scale has done brass
models of this car in HO and O scale.
They also did a neat McKeen trailer car
as used on other railroads, but the V&T
didn’t have one. Plans of the car can be
found in Virginia and Truckee Railway
Gasoline Motor Cars by Mike Collins
and Stephen Drew. The main challenge
for scratch building is the unique motor
truck with a large and small wheel, and
a flywheel that rotates counter to the
motion of travel.

McKeen Motor Car No. 22 at Carson City, 2/10/20
2/10/20.

McKeen Motor Car No. 22 at Carson City,
2/10/20. It is next to V&T 4-4-0 No. 22,
“Inyo,” built by Baldwin in 1875. →

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Glyn Thomas, MMR is a prolific modeler who
has graced our pages with many articles over the years, two of which
concerning his Minnesota Commercial layout. He has recently moved
back to New Jersey where he maintains a second layout representing
the CNJ in the Lehigh Valley. While he is no longer in the Philadelphia
Division, we hope he will continue to visit us at meets and contribute
more of his excellent articles in the future.
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1

million dollars in material and labor costs.
According to AAR data, during 2006, class 1 railroads spent three hundred and fifty million dollars to
replace three hundred and fifty thousand treaddamaged wheelsets. Around the early ‘60s, freight car
builders started building cars (covered hoppers and tank
cars) with a different type of brake system. Instead of a
standard 10- or 12-inch piston, the cars had smaller pistons
attached to the brake beams. This reduced the need for levers and brake rods. These brake beams are called Wabco
brake beams.

A.A.R. FIELD MANUAL

In this issue, I would like to discuss
the difference between cast iron and
composite brake shoes. For over
a hundred years, all rolling
stock used cast iron
shoes including locomotives (Figure 1).
These shoes were a
“one shoe fits all” type
of braking power which
served the railroad industry well, but which eventually succumbed to drawbacks. When a car had defective brakes, sticking brakes, or
when the handbrake was not fully released, wheel problems
occurred. When cast iron gets overheated, the metal starts
to peel away in razor thin strips attaching itself to the wheel
set (Figure 2). Other wheel defects could also occur, such as
shelled thread (Figure 3). As you can see, cast iron shoes
caused damage to million of wheel sets costing hundreds of

2
3

These new beams employed a new type of brake shoe
called the composition shoe (Figure 4). These new shoes
were made of a rubber composite material that reduced
damage to the wheel tread saving untold labor and money
costs. The following years most rail carriers started to expand the use of
composition shoes
on their rolling stock
fleet. Today’s new
rolling stock come
equipped with composition shoes, and
that includes locomotives, passenger
cars, and freight
cars. In a way, the
new lowly brake
shoe saved carriers
hundreds of million
dollars. Not bad for something no one notices.
Well, the cup is low so it’s time to go. Have a safe and
happy Thanksgiving.
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Text, photos, and images by Kevin Feeney unless otherwise noted
As some members may know, I finished last
year in (horrible) Bulgaria and then headed east to
the FAR EAST! I was teaching at the SolBridge International School of Business in DaeJeon, Korea. That’s the Republic of Korea (ROK) or South Korea in case you wondered. As
luck would have it, DaeJeon (DJ) is the railroad capital of Korea.
It is in the center of ROK about 150 kilometers from Seoul, the
capital and two major railroad lines cross here. KORAIL, the
operating company and Korea Rail Network Authority, the in-
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frastructure company, are both based in DJ. Also located
in DJ is Woosong University, a sister school to
SolBridge, which has a College of Railroad and
Transportation that has trained (hah!) many KORAIL employees.The rail network here is extremely well developed. Leading
the way is the high-speed rail service that is branded as KTX.
The idea for this service goes back to the 1970s, but actual service began in 2004 between Seoul and Busan, passing through
DJ. This service was begun with Alstrom trainsets, identical to
the French TGVs, but partially made locally under a technology
transfer agreement. Top speed is 300 km/hr (188 MPH). The
fastest trip between DJ and Seoul takes just 50 minutes. What a
difference from Bulgaria where I was just 123 km from Sofia,
but the train took almost 3 hours! Ok, the ride in BG cost <$5
while a ticket to Seoul costs around $20. There is already locally
designed, 2nd generation, high-speed equipment, initially called
KTXII, that is capable of 350km/hr ( 218 MPH) and the infrastructure was built to support the higher speeds. The KTX-II was
renamed KTX-Sancheon, after a local fish, when it entered service in 2010.
It is said that the KTX service is profitable and has taken
away considerable business from competing airlines and bus
companies. The fastest train on the line to Busan covers the
420km (259 mile) distance in 2:08. To understand how fast this
is, consider this is the same rail distance as from Boston’s South
Station to New Brunswick, NJ. A 2nd high-speed line connects
Seoul with Mokpo, passing through the West DJ Station.
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This was the line I rode when I came
here back in July. I have ridden the TGV in
France and the train here looked the same,
but the ROK ones are 20 cars long and carry over 900 passengers! While on the train,
a woman conductor walked through but did
not ask to see my ticket. I learned later that
she had a smart device showing which seats
were booked, etc. I was traveling with four
suitcases and the armed railroad policeman
that is aboard each train helped carry off
my bags in West DJ. It was important for
me to be able to buy a forward facing seat
(else I feel like puking), which was almost
impossible to do in the EU! Elsewhere on
the train, were a first-class section and a
compartment for nursing mothers. There
was no dining or bistro car, but snack food
was available from trolley carts or onboard
vending machines.
The SolBridge building is right next to
the KTX tracks and is about a 15-minute
walk from the main DJ station. Again, as luck would have it,
my 11th floor office faces the Station and I can hear and see
trains all day long so it was hard for me to focus on my school
work. I went to the DJ Station the first week I was here. It was
very modern with fast food, stores and many automated ticketing
machines. Korea is far ahead of the US in terms of smart phones,
paperless, and cashless commerce. From the head house, an elevated walkway goes to the through and main KTX tracks on the
far east side of the station. I walked over and down to take pictures and no one bothered me. How-ever, when I returned, I saw
a sign on the floor (in English) saying “Ticketed passengers only
beyond this point—we trust you!” Local service, including KTX
trains between just DJ and Seoul, operate from stub-end tracks
just north of the head house.
Looking north from the SolBridge building, I could see what
seemed to be an at-grade crossing a short distance away, and
eventually I walked to it. A new roadway under the tracks is
being constructed, but the old road across several tracks is still in
use. It is protected by crossing gates and light plus four uniformed guards that come out of little huts each time a train goes
by. While I was there for just 15 minutes, 7 trains, mostly KTXs,
went by. One of guards kept waving to me while I was taking
pictures from the far end of the crossing. At first I thought I was
in trouble, but eventually realized he was waving for me to come
to him, so I did. I was able to stand in the middle with him and
he became my spotter pointing to the direction from which the
next train would come. Amazing!

I had hoped to see some of the diesel-powered trains that I
was hearing all night long from my apartment which was also
next to the tracks. The sound I heard was very familiar—the roar
of EMD prime movers! Some research on the web found that
KORAIL had a whole fleet of EMD units ranging from very
familiar SW switchers and SD road units to specially-built export and license units such as G12, G22, G26, etc. I had seen
some of the older passenger trains hauled by these diesels, as
well as intermodal (COFC) freight trains in DJ. I continued to
ride KORAIL into Seoul and down to Busan during my stay and
hope to report on those trips, as well.

After being deprived of train shows and railroad events since
March, I drove here (about 13 miles SW of Harrisburg) on Saturday, 7/18 for their annual “Train Days.” Williams Grove was a
19th century grange meeting site and an amusement park that
operated through 2005. Back in 1959, a group was formed to
preserve part of the site as a museum dedicated to steam engines
and historic farm machinery. Since this event was mostly outdoors, it was not subject to COVID restrictions. However, almost
everyone wore masks.
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It was disappointing that there were only
three dealers and a few guys with swap tables.
Still I came home with a 1985 book on the
Blue Mountain & Reading and a 1994 combined volume on Reading Terminal, Reading
Terminal Market, and the then-new convention
center, plus a few railroad paper items.
For railfans, the main attraction there is
PRR #643, a B4a (0-6-0) built in Altoona in
1901. It is said to be the only operating Pennsy
steam engine. However, after it was sold by
PRR in 1917 to a steel company in Harrisburg,
it received both a new boiler (made by HK
Porter) and a welded tender. Amazingly, the
engine operated at the steel mill until 1959 and
was acquired by Williams Grove in 1960. Today it pulls passenger cars on a short ride
around the Grove for $5.
Also, on site are two other rare, historic,
small diesel locomotives. No. 52 is a 65-ton
center cab diesel-electric built by the Vulcan
Iron Works in Wilkes-Barre, PA in 1953. This
engine is rare because Vulcan only constructed
54 diesel locomotives over 25 tons. It was built
for Pennsylvania Power & Light for service at
its Martins Creek, PA location. The other is
No. 8, a class 25DM diesel (Caterpillar) mechanical locomotive, built by the Whitcomb
Locomotive Co. in 1953. This was among the
last locomotives built under the Whitcomb
name. Whitcomb, which was a division of the
Baldwin Locomotive Works, ceased production of locomotives under its own name in
December 1953. This engine was also built for
Pennsylvania Power & Light.

NOTE: Text for the next two sections (Utica and Ft. Wayne) courtesy of Wikipedia. Photo of Utica Station exterior by Doug Kerr https://www.flickr.com/photos/dougtone/5336918075/ in/set-72157623328668819, CC BY-SA 2.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=39657631
The Boehlert Transportation Center at Union Station
is a train station served by Amtrak and the Adirondack
Scenic Railroad in Utica, New York. It is owned by
Oneida County, and named for retired U.S. Representative Sherwood Boehlert, R-New Hartford.
The station was built in the Italianate style and includes a rusticated granite first story with buff brick
above. Symmetrically rectangular in plan, there are thirteen bays across the façade and fifteen on the side elevations. A brick parapet crowns the building; over the main
entrance is a large clock flanked by eagle sculptures. The
Utica station was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1975.
Inside is a restaurant and a barber shop, one of the few
barber shops in a train station today. The 15,000-squarefoot waiting room's 47-foot-high vaulted ceiling is supported by 34 marble columns. The station's blueprints
called for the importing of columns that originally
adorned Grand Central Station in New York City. Eight
large benches are heated with steam pipes and vents.
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A total of eight Amtrak trains use the station daily: two trains
(one eastbound, one westbound) on the Lake Shore Limited, four
trains (two in each direction) on the Empire Service, and two
trains (one in each direction) on the Maple Leaf. In addition, the
Adirondack Scenic Railroad operates a heritage railway from
Utica to Holland Patent, Remsen,
and Old Forge on a seasonal
basis.
The station was built between
1912 and May 1914, replacing an
older structure dating from 1869.
The building was designed by
New York architects Stem and
Fellheimer. Construction involved the rerouting of the
Mohawk River due to the risk of
flooding and the proximity of the
river to the railroad, which had
become a problem for the
expanding city. Built as a New York Central Railroad station, in
1915 it became tenanted by the Delaware, Lackawanna and
Western Railroad and the New
York, Ontario and Western
Railway as well, those two companies abandoning their structures.
At one time, the waiting
room also contained three ticket
windows, an information office,
15 pay telephones, a Western
Union office, two shoeshine
stands, a and a bar and grill. The
Western Union Office is no
longer there.
As originally built, the station
featured six island platforms with
one alighting platform directly
accessible from the station building, serving 12 tracks for New
York Central Railroad trains; these were numbered 5 through 16
from south to north. (Tracks 1 and 2 were, respectively, the eastbound and westbound mainline for non-stop trains between
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Tracks 10 and 11, while Tracks 3 and 4 ran through the yards
north of the station proper.) One additional dead-end island platform on the west side of the station building served the New
York, Ontario and Western Railway (southern track) and Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
Railroad (northern track), for a
grand total of eight platforms serving 14 tracks. All platforms were
linked by an underground passageway. The NYOW ended its
passenger service into Union Station between 1921 and 1932.
Post-WWII reductions in passenger traffic led to service cuts
and the eventual bankruptcy of the
remaining railroads, the Lackawanna and the New York Central.
The last Lackawanna trains bound
for Norwich and Binghamton left
in 1950. Into the mid-1950s sleeper
cars from the North Star and into the early 1960s the Iroquois
went to Lake Placid from Union Station. The final NYC trains
from Lake Placid on the Adirondack Division were in 1965. By the
late 1960s, only the mainline Water Level Route (the modern
Amtrak Empire Corridor) continued to operate regular passenger
service. Over time, all but the two
centermost platforms were demolished, and the space originally occupied by the first seven stationside tracks was converted into passenger parking.
The station's restoration began
in 1978, but refurbishing/restoration work continues to this day.
The building is listed on the
NRHP, both as a stand-alone item
and as part of Bagg's Square East
National Register Historic District.
The interior of the large waiting room features extensive use
of marble columns and revetments with terrazzo flooring
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throughout. The original waiting room benches, which ingeniously incorporate the heating system, remain in use.
As it currently exists, Union Station has one side platform
(originally the third island platform), accessible directly from the
parking lot, serving eastbound Amtrak trains on Track 2 (the
former Track 10); and one island platform (slightly widened from

its original dimensions) serving westbound Amtrak trains on
Track 1 (former Track 11) and Adirondack Scenic Railroad trains
on the northern side (former Track 13). These are linked by an
aerial walkway, constructed during station renovations at the turn
of the 21st century.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Station
in Fort Wayne, Indiana, also known as
Baker Street Station, is a former passenger rail station in downtown Fort
Wayne, Indiana. The American Craftsman-style station opened to the public
March 23, 1914, at a cost of $550,000.
The station saw its most heavy
usage during World War II, when
about 3,000 visitors passed through the
station daily. The station was also frequented by politicians on whistle stop
train tours, including U.S. Presidents
Harding, Coolidge, Hoover, Franklin
D. Roosevelt, Truman, and Eisenhower. Until 1957 a Grand Rapids originating branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad's Chicago–Florida Southland
made a stop in at the station, and picked up passengers from a connecting Wabash Railroad train from Detroit, Michigan. Until 1961
the PRR's Mackinaw City, Michigan-Cincinnati, Ohio Northern Arrow also made a stop there, and picked up connecting passenger
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rail cars from Chicago. Until 1971 the Penn Central ran the
Broadway Limited and several other Chicago–New York City
passenger trains, Admiral, Manhattan Limited, and Pennsylvania
Limited through the station.
In the second half of the 20th century, the station served as a
stop on Amtrak's Broadway Limited (Chicago—Pittsburgh—
New York) and Capitol Limited (Chicago-Pittsburgh-Washington) lines until November 1990 when Amtrak was forced to reroute about 25 miles north of Fort Wayne.
Today, Baker Street Station's concourse is used as a banquet
hall and community events space, while the east and west wings
have been converted into office space. Over the last decade, residents and local leaders have begun a movement to bring passenger rail service back to the city and station in the form of
Amtrak or other high-speed rail service.
Although the station has been without passenger rail service
for over 20 years, it has remained a landmark to the city, designated a Fort Wayne Local Historic District in 1990, and later

was added to the National Register of Historic Places in 1998 as
the Pennsylvania Railroad Station.

Photo credit: Smallbones - Own work, CC0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=15310701
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Other Divisions

New Jersey Division 50th Anniversary Car
Tangent Scale Models Bethlehem 70-Ton
Riveted Drop-End Gondola in HO Scale
All cars are ready-to-run.
We have produced the car in two numbers to
commemorate our 50th anniversary:
1968 & 2018
The car has reporting marks NJDX, black with
white lettering and data for the 1950s.
The cost is $35.00 each
OR
a set of both numbers for $65.00.
To have them shipped USPS Priority: $9 for 1 car, $10.75 for 2 cars
The cars are available now. Checks should
be made payable to “NJ Division”
They are selling fast so don’t be left out!
(Photos/drawings on next two pages)
Website: https://njdivnmra.org for questions

Name___________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________
City, State and Zip code__________________________________
Telephone_________________Email______________________________
See Tangent website for more info support@tangentscalemodels.com
Return this form to NJ Division, P.O. Box 276, Crosswicks, NJ 08515
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Artwork for New Jersey Division 50th Anniversary Car
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MER 2021 Convention
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NMRA/MER Publications
Click here for the
Sept./Oct. issue

Click here for the
Sept./Oct. issue

Click here for the
October issue

Page: https://www.facebook.com/NMRA.org/
Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/nmragroup/
YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/c/NMRAORGModelRailroading
If you missed out on any of our previous events, all of the videos
are saved on the NMRA YouTube channel:
http://www.youtube.com/c/NMRAORGModelRailroading

Upcoming NMRA Conventions

Upcoming MER Conventions
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Division Apparel

Short Sleeve Polo

Short Sleeve Button-Down Work Shirt
(name can be added)*
* Name and patch positions reversed for shirts with pocket

Division Patch

Long Sleeve Button-Down Work Shirt
(name can be added)*

ORDER FORM ON NEXT PAGE

For more information check out these websites and search for the appropriate model number:
Port Authority – www.portauthority.com
Polos: K500, K500P (pocket), K500LS (long sleeve), K500LSP (long sleeve w/pocket)
Button Down: S508 (short sleeve), S608 (long sleeve)
Gildan – www.gildan.com
Sweatshirts: Pullover (G180), Pullover w/hood (G185), Zip-up w/hood (G186)
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PRICING HAS CHANGED –
CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE

(All shirts come with sewn-on patch) Additional Patches

$5

SHIPPING COSTS HAVE CHANGED – CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
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(Descriptions and color chart on next page)

BY SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
SHIPPING COSTS HAVE CHANGED – CONTACT US FOR A QUOTE
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